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3 [344]. 512-bit [276]. 64 [312]. 65nm [327].

algebraic [32, 283, 140, 64, 243].
Algorithm [5, 161, 333, 209, 22, 198, 357, 269, 315, 38].
awakener [329]. aware [98].
C [319]. cache [261, 251, 350, 253].
cache-timing [251]. CacheBleed [151].
caches [261]. calculus [272]. can [144].
cannot [177]. card [121, 343]. card-based [343].
cards [72]. carry [130, 16].
carry-less [130, 16]. case [317, 337, 85, 319].
chaos-based [349]. characteristic [289].
Charm [61]. CHES [102, 74, 174, 150, 124, 52]. chip [23].
cipher [88, 129]. ciphers [164, 211, 178, 190, 260].
information [130]. Having [152]. HC [85].


Horst [198]. HPC [238]. HPC-based [238]. hybrid [303, 199].


Internal [196, 101]. Internet [211, 279].


ladder [5, 184]. ladder-based [5]. lambda [75]. laptop [105]. large [78, 260, 206].


leak [258, 253]. Leakage [125, 342, 88, 83, 11, 153, 134, 218, 91].


learning [229, 278, 136, 228, 26, 254, 318, 325, 107, 188, 307, 251, 225].

learning-based [318]. length [353, 171].

less [249, 130, 16]. level [208, 76, 5, 158, 149, 104]. library [202]. licensing [106]. lighter
Machine [26, 278, 228, 357, 107, 188, 251]. machines [119]. maintaining [111].


mechanism [261, 134, 327, 332]. mechanisms [29]. Melting [274].


Modulus [20]. moments [142].

Montgomery [180, 270, 183, 182, 5, 57, 213, 354, 184, 179, 214, 181].


multi-fault [308]. Multi-level [149].

multi-task [307]. multidimensional [193].

multiparty [78]. multiple [167, 312, 145].

multiplication [276, 118, 182, 209, 192, 100, 57, 13, 112, 269, 305, 82, 231, 200, 301, 358, 16, 219, 289].

multiplications [48, 130, 330].

multiplicative [159, 200]. multiplier [209, 37, 214]. multipliers [216].

Multiprecision [112]. multivariate [167, 310, 241, 275]. Mutual [142]. my [105].

Naccache [210]. nano [7, 236].

nano-CMOS [7]. nano-scale [236].


network [263]. networks [30]. Neumann [173].


non [221, 56, 325]. non-interference [221].

non-profiled [56, 325]. nonce [77].

nonlinear [148]. nonparametric [349]. nor [357].

normalization [60]. NORX [295].

novel [286, 259]. NTRUEncrypt [71]. NTT [358].

NTT-based [358]. number [180, 122, 77, 286, 227, 348].


ones [249]. Online [194]. only [246].

OpenSSL [151]. operands [209].

operations [148, 227, 345]. Optimal
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